ABOUT THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE AREA GROUP

The Intellectual Property Practice Area Committee includes a group of law firms and attorneys having a focus on all aspects of intellectual property law. The IP Practice Area Committee was organized to foster collaboration with its members, and to provide a resource to other non-IP NAMWOLF attorneys and law firms as well as a resource for corporate counsel desiring opportunities to work with NAMWOLF firms on IP-related matters. The IP Practice Area Committee's member firms have significant experience in all aspects of patent, trademark, copyright, trade secret, unfair competition, data rights, computer/internet/privacy law, and other IP-related areas including prosecution, litigation, licensing, and transactional matters. The IP Practice Area Committee strives to facilitate opportunities for corporate entities and NAMWOLF member firms to develop mutually beneficial partnerships to advance the goals of all parties. Furthermore, the IP Practice Area Committee provides continuing legal education (CLE) programs, organizes corporate on-site meetings, and works on policy and other initiatives to further advance NAMWOLF's goals and to help establish practical relationships and engagements with corporate counsel and within the IP bar as a whole.
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PRACTICE AREAS | Patent drafting and prosecution in the areas of chemistry, materials, physics, mechanical and electrical engineering, and software.

Culhane Meadows, PLLC
culhane Meadows.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Atlanta, GA | Austin, TX | Boston, MA | Chicago, IL | Dallas, TX
                  | Houston, TX | New York, NY | Princeton, NJ | Washington, D.C.
CONTACT | Lawrence Kass | lkass@culhaneMeadows.com
ABOUT | We are a full-service IP practice. Each attorney has decades of Big Law experience. We offer superior services at lower rates by doing away with overhead while maintaining the key elements of traditional IP law practices.
PRACTICE AREAS | IP litigation; Patent and Trademark Office proceedings such as inter partes review and Trademark Trial and Appeal Board cases; patent & trademark prosecution; copyright registration; counseling; and licensing.

DTO Law
dtolaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Los Angeles, CA | San Francisco, CA | Louisville, KY
CONTACT | Megan O'Neill | moneill@dtolaw.com
ABOUT | Headquartered in California, but litigating cases across the country, DTO litigators handle all manner of intellectual property matters, including patent, copyright, trademark, and trade secret litigation.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent litigation, trademark and trade dress litigation, copyright litigation, trade secret litigation

Dunner Law PLLC
dunnerlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Washington, D.C.
CONTACT | Lisa Dunner | ldunner@dunnerlaw.com
ABOUT | Dunner Law focuses on strategic IP counseling, prosecution and enforcement of trademarks, copyright, trade secrets, licensing, advertising, social media, online issues and IP audits.
PRACTICE AREAS | Worldwide trademark and copyright prosecution; Trademark Trial and Appeal Board cases; litigation; trade secrets; licensing; IP audits; and strategic counseling.

Espinosa Martinez PL
etlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Miami, FL
CONTACT | Jorge Espinosa | jespinosa@etlaw.com
ABOUT | Espinosa Martinez is dedicated to doing one thing well – providing first class IP services. We maintain our focus in order to provide our clients with the depth of knowledge and experience that they need in a complex and fast-changing field.
PRACTICE AREAS | Trademarks, patents, copyrights, custom & boarder protection, anti-counterfeiting, trade secrets, contracts in restraint of trade & advertising injury insurance defense.

Goosmann Law Firm
goosmannlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Omaha, NE | Sioux Falls, SD | Sioux City, IA
CONTACT | William Hale | halew@goosmannlaw.com
ABOUT | Our IP team works to protect clients' secret sauce so they can spend time on what's worth it.
PRACTICE AREAS | Copyright, patent infringement, trademark

Jordan IP Law, LLC
jordaniplaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Washington, D.C. | Silver Spring, MD
CONTACT | B. Delano Jordan | djordan@jordaniplaw.com | CO-CHAIR
ABOUT | We provide the full spectrum of IP-related legal services, with a particular emphasis on high quality, low overhead patent counseling and prosecution in all technical areas.
PRACTICE AREAS | Original patent application drafting, patent prosecution, opinions, trademark prosecution, IP portfolio management.

Kim IP
kimintellectualproperty.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Voorhees, NJ
CONTACT | Jae Kim | yjaekim@kimiplawgroup.com
ABOUT | Kim IP is a full service IP firm focusing on patent and trademark preparation and prosecution, IP litigation, licensing, and strategic counseling services related to patents, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent and trademark procurement, copyright, IP counseling, licensing, opinion work and IP litigation.

Lee, Hong, Degerman, Kang & Waimey
lhlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Los Angeles, CA | Orange County, CA | Washington, D.C. | Seoul, Korea | London, UKD
CONTACT | Larry R. Schmadeka | lschmadeka@lhlaw.com
ABOUT | As one of its largest practice groups, LHDK&W's nationally ranked intellectual property group obtains, protects and enforces intellectual property rights, both domestically and internationally.
PRACTICE AREAS | Worldwide patent preparation & prosecution; licensing; trademark & copyright registration; IP counseling, opinions, and product clearance; IP due diligence & IP litigation.

Parks IP Law
parksiplaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Atlanta, GA | Salt Lake City, UT
CONTACT | Cynthia Parks | cparks@parksiplaw.com
ABOUT | Since 2004, Parks IP has counseled innovative industry-leading corporations and universities on leveraging IP to meet strategic imperatives.
Parrish Law Offices
dparrishlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Pittsburgh, PA
CONTACT | Debra Parrish | debbie@dparrishlaw.com
ABOUT | We provide a range of IP services with an emphasis on IP litigation. We have a broad range of technologies including wireless, cloud computing, cell phone, medical devices, assays & mech devices.
PRACTICE AREAS | Broad technology; patent litigation; discovery experience; copyright & trademark; patent local rules; IPR practice; licensing; and sponsorship.

Peacock Law P.C.
peacocklaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Albuquerque, NM | New York, NY | Southern CO
CONTACT | Svitlana Anderson | sanderson@PeacockLaw.com
ABOUT | As a full-service Intellectual Property law firm, we have, for over 23 years, assisted companies big and small generate value from their great ideas.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, international and domestic portfolio management and development, licensing and transactions, IP litigation.

Pinckney, Weidinger, Urban & Joyce LLC
pwujlaw.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Greenville, DE
CONTACT | Helena Rychlicki | hrychlicki@pwujlaw.com
ABOUT | We help our clients protect their valuable intellectual assets and represent them in all aspects of IP law. We are well-suited to serve as lead or local counsel in Delaware IP-related cases.
PRACTICE AREAS | IP litigation & prosecution; trade secrets; validity & infringement opinions; IP licensing & transactions; TC Heartland transfers.

Rahman LLC
rahamllc.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Columbia, MD
CONTACT | Mohammad Rahman | rahman@rahamllc.com
ABOUT | Rahman LLC dedicates its practice to original domestic and foreign patent and trademark preparation and prosecution.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent prosecution, trademark prosecution, prior art, infringement, and clearance opinions.

Rusing Lopez & Lizardi, PLLC
rlaz.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Tucson, AZ | Scottsdale, AZ
CONTACT | Timothy Reckart | treckart@rlaz.com
ABOUT | R&L has a broad & sophisticated IP practice. Our team represents clients in transactions that range from routine to highly complex. We play a major role in many high stakes IP litigation matters.
PRACTICE AREAS | Trademark, copyright, trade secret litigation; IP licenses; technology joint ventures & development agreements; registrations; trade secret review.

Scharf Banks Marmor LLC
scharfbanks.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Chicago, IL
CONTACT | Suzannne Alexander | salexander@scharfbanks.com
ABOUT | An innovative, women-owned firm providing sophisticated legal services to global and national businesses. Our lawyers come from high level practices in prominent national firms and corporations.
PRACTICE AREAS | Intellectual property

Schoeman Updike Kaufman & Gerber LLP
schoeman.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | New York, NY | Wayne, NJ
CONTACT | Heather Heft | hheft@schoeman.com
ABOUT | Our practice focuses on the clearance, prosecution, protection, maintenance, enforcement, defense and exploitation of intellectual property rights, worldwide.
PRACTICE AREAS | Trademark, copyright, patent, unfair competition; internet, technology, and related areas; domestic and international.

Schrader, Joseph & Associates, LLP
sjalegal.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Buffalo, NY
CONTACT | Linda Joseph | ljoseph@sjalegal.com
ABOUT | Trademark, patent and copyright litigation as well as trade secret, non-solicit and franchise matters throughout NY State
PRACTICE AREAS | Trademark, patent, copyright, trade secret, franchise litigation throughout NY State as well as transactional services.

Segmiller & Associates, P.C.
segmend.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Pittsburgh, PA
CONTACT | Kathleen A. Segmiller | kas@segmend.com
ABOUT | Segmiller & Associates provides quality litigation services while participating as a business partner within a multitude of corporate and insurance carrier supplier diversity programs.

Sideman & Bancroft LLP
sideman.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | San Francisco, CA | Denver, CO
CONTACT | Polly Dinkel | pdinkel@sideman.com
ABOUT | Sideman & Bancroft LLP represents clients in matters nationally and internationally from its office in San Francisco, California. The firm serves clients that include Fortune 500 companies, mid-size and start-up companies, public entities and individuals. Founded 40 years ago, the firm is now more than 60% owned by women.

Talem IP Law LLP
talemip.com
OFFICE LOCATION | Gainesville, FL
CONTACT | Wendy Zimbone | wzimbone@talemip.com
ABOUT | Talem IP provides clients with comprehensive intellectual property solutions including patents, trademarks, and licensing, in the fields of engineering, software, semiconductors, and medical devices.
PRACTICE AREAS | Patent drafting and prosecution; trademark filing; IP portfolio development and management; IP strategy; IP licensing and commercialization.
Townsend & Lockett, LLC
townsendlockett.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Atlanta, GA | Dallas, TX
CONTACT | Tennell Lockett | tennell.lockett@townsendlockett.com
ABOUT | Townsend & Lockett services virtually every area of intellectual property, with a focus on patent and trademark prosecution, litigation and transactions.

PRACTICE AREAS | Patent and trademark preparation and prosecution, litigation and transactions; Trademark and Trial Appeal Board proceedings; trade secrets; technology transactions.

Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
walsh.law
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Newark, NJ | New York, NY | Philadelphia, PA
CONTACT | Christine Gannon | cgannon@walsh.law
ABOUT | Walsh’s IP practice delivers innovative and economical strategies for protecting, exploiting, and enforcing IP rights. Walsh works with individuals and corporations of all sizes across multiple industries.

PRACTICE AREAS | Theft of trade secrets, patent, trademark, copyright, and trade dress infringement, and false advertising litigation, and trademark prosecution.

Zuber Lawler & Del Duca LLP
zuberlawler.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Chicago, IL | Los Angeles, CA | New York, NY | Silicon Valley, CA
CONTACT | Tom Zuber | tzuber@zuberlawler.com
ABOUT | Zuber Lawler’s IP team works internationally in IP litigation, deal matters, and global portfolio management involving a variety of technologies, including as examples pharma and distributed ledger technology.

PRACTICE AREAS | Copyright; patents; trademark; and trade secrets.

Zweiback, Fiset & Coleman LLP
zfclaw.com
OFFICE LOCATIONS | Los Angeles, CA | Washington, D.C.
CONTACT | Lisa Nelson | lisa.nelson@zfclaw.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Law Firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Rusing Lopez &amp; Lizardi, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Cobalt LLP, DTO Law, Lee, Hong, Degerman, Kang &amp; Waimey, Sideman &amp; Bancroft LLP, Zuber Lawler &amp; Del Duca LLP, Zweiback, Fiset &amp; Coleman LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Peacock Law P.C., Sideman &amp; Bancroft LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Pinckney, Weidinger, Urban &amp; Joyce LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Espinosa Martinez PL, Talem IP Law LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Culhane Meadows, PLLC, Parks IP Law, Townsend &amp; Lockett, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Culhane Meadows, PLLC, Scharf Banks Marmor LLC, Zuber Lawler &amp; Del Duca LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Goosmann Law Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>DTO Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Jordan IP Law, LLC, Rahman LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Culhane Meadows, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Goosmann Law Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Culhane Meadows, PLLC, Kim IP, Schoeman Updike Kaufman &amp; Gerber LLP, Walsh Pizzi O’Reilly Falanga LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Peacock Law P.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Parrish Law Offices, Segmiller &amp; Associates, P.C., Walsh Pizzi O’Reilly Falanga LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Goosmann Law Firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Chen Malin LLP, Culhane Meadows, PLLC, Townsend &amp; Lockett, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Parks IP Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Bell &amp; Manning, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>Seoul, Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London, UKD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
About The Firm: Bell & Manning, LLC opened in April 2010 as a women-owned law firm focused exclusively on intellectual property, emphasizing on U.S. and international patents. Our attorneys hold advanced scientific degrees and have real-world experience working in academia and industry. Prior to forming Bell & Manning, LLC, each of our attorneys worked at Foley & Lardner LLP, an international law firm recognized as a leader in intellectual property law.

Philosophy: Our firm philosophy is simple. We leverage the training we received at Foley & Lardner LLP with our own strong technical credentials to provide our clients with the highest quality legal services at small law firm rates.

Clients: Bell & Manning, LLC is dedicated to building long term, collaborative relationships with our clients, and we believe that our firm is well-suited to provide intellectual property services in those technical areas in which we specialize - chemistry, materials science, semiconductors, clean technologies, electrical and mechanical engineering, medical devices, and software. Our client list includes Fortune 500 companies, major U.S. research universities, mid-size privately-held companies and technology start-ups.

Attorneys:

Michelle Manning received her J.D. from the University of Wisconsin Law School in 2001, graduating magna cum laude and Order of the Coif. Michelle has 16+ years of experience as a patent attorney. Michelle was named to the list of Wisconsin Super Lawyers in the field of intellectual property in 2006 and 2010 by Law and Politics Media, Inc. Michelle earned her Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1998, and her B.A. in chemistry from the University of Colorado-Boulder in 1992.

Callie M. Bell received her J.D. from the Baylor University School of Law in 2003 where she was Executive Editor of the Baylor Law Review. Callie has 13+ years of experience as a patent attorney. Callie has been named a Top Rated Lawyer by Martindale-Hubbell® with an AV® Preeminent Peer Review Rating. Callie received her B.S. in Electrical Engineering from Clemson University in 1985. Callie also completed 27 hours of graduate coursework in electrical engineering at the University of Alabama-Huntsville. Before attending law school, Callie spent 16 years working as an engineer in the area of simulation design, development, and use in the conduct of performance assessments of various radar and missile systems.

Meredith Porembski received her J.D. from the University of Wisconsin Law School in 2007, graduating magna cum laude and Order of the Coif. Meredith has 10+ years of experience as a patent attorney. Meredith earned her Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 2001, and her B.A. in chemistry from Carleton College in 1996, graduating magna cum laude. Before attending law school, Meredith worked as a senior scientist with PPD, Inc. and was a postdoctoral research fellow in biophysical chemistry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Chris L. Kalafut received his J.D. from the University of Wisconsin Law School in 2006, graduating magna cum laude and Order of the Coif. Chris has 11+ years of experience as a patent attorney. Chris earned his B.S. in electrical engineering from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 2003. Before joining Bell & Manning, Chris was a partner at Foley & Lardner LLP.

2801 West Beltline Hwy., Ste. 210, Madison, WI, 53713 Tel: 608.661.3590
www.bellmanning.com
The lawyers at CHEN MALIN LLP practice at the intersection of complex transactions and litigation. We eschew playbooks when solving problems, and our approach impacts results. Defying convention in the IT industry, we secured major concessions from vendors that later formed the basis for multiple 8-figure recoveries for our client. In bet-the-company litigation, we have multiple trial and pre-trial victories against teams from AmLaw 100 and well-known plaintiff’s firms. In each instance, our clients were successful when observers expected adverse results. Our clients include multiple Fortune 100 and Global Fortune 500 companies, and they entrust us with contracts that impact 11-figures in annual operating revenues and litigations when the stakes matter.

Counter-parties have sought our advice after negotiations have concluded. We have won cases using theories that the same courts have rejected—when those theories were advanced by others. We are one of a handful of teams in the country that have successfully litigated a F/RAND (patent) case to verdict. And our examinations of opposing witnesses have repeatedly had case-dispositive effect.
Leaving Nothing to Chance Since 2004

2016 & 2017 recommended firm
*World’s Leading Trademark Professionals*
In strategy and prosecution
Intellectual Property Practice Overview

Culhane Meadows is not your typical law firm – and we’re proud of that!

We are shaking up the legal market as the largest national full-service women-owned law firm in the country and all of our lawyers were trained at AmLaw 200® law firms, global corporations and/or senior levels of government. But as a cloud-based law firm, our innovative business platform does away with extravagant office space and other overhead expenses that offer little or no value to our clients. The result is that we can offer superior services to our clients for significantly lower rates. We maintain all the key elements of traditional IP law practices, including litigation technology and a well-established patent & trademark docketing system with associated support staff. The result is the unique combination of advantages for our clients, including –

➢ More than 70 attorneys in 10 major business markets (and licensed in 17 different U.S. jurisdictions). Our partner-only roster is comprised exclusively of former Big Law attorneys (and no junior lawyers who train on the client’s dime).

➢ We’ve provided legal services for clients, including Fortune® 100 companies and international organizations in banking, hospitality, fashion and luxury goods, finance, financial services, franchising, advertising, insurance, travel, technology, securities, e-commerce, real estate, telecom, family businesses, education, entertainment and sports, among others.

➢ We offer business-savvy solutions that only seasoned professionals can provide. This allows us to act as facilitators, not "roadblocks" to your business objectives.

➢ Our competitive fees are unmatched by similarly-experienced partners at traditional law firms. We offer flexible and predictable rate plans that align our business incentives with yours, including alternative fee arrangements (when appropriate) for many of our services.

➢ Our lawyers place a premium on relationships. We partner with you by getting to know your business and people, so that we can act seamlessly as an extension of your organization.

IP Services

• IP litigation including patent infringement and trade secret misappropriation
• ITC investigations and customs enforcement
• PTO proceedings such as inter partes review
• TTAB proceedings and trademark actions
• Patent prosecution and licensing
• Trademark prosecution and licensing
• Copyright registration and licensing
• Legal opinions and strategic counseling
• Global trademark portfolio management
• Brand management and licensing
• Design protection
• Acquiring domain name registrations
• IP due diligence in transactional matters
• IP agreements with employees and contractors
ABOUT THE FIRM

Dunner Law is a Certified Woman-Owned intellectual property law firm specializing in trademark, copyright, and trade secret law for all industries and clients ranging from Fortune 500 companies to individual entrepreneurs. Since its inception 15 years ago, attorneys at Dunner Law provide counseling, protection, maintenance, audits, enforcement and litigation in the areas of trademark, copyright, trade secret, unfair competition, false advertising, domain name, social media and online issues, DMCA, Anti-Cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, and Trademark Trial and Appeal Board disputes. Dunner Law attorneys also provide IP audits and prepare and negotiate all kinds of IP and commercial contracts.

OUR ATTORNEYS

Lisa A. Dunner
Lisa is Managing Partner of Dunner Law and past Chair of the American Bar Association Section of Intellectual Property Law (“ABA IPL”). She is recognized as one of the world’s “Top 250 Women in IP,” one of the world’s top 1000 trademark attorneys by “World Trademark Review 1000,” and an “IP Star” by “Managing IP.” Lisa was one of nine attorneys appointed by the U.S. Secretary of Commerce to serve on the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office’s Trademark Public Advisory Committee. In 2015, Lisa testified before the U.S. Congress House of Representatives, Committee on the Judiciary, regarding the U.S. Copyright Office, its function and resources, and she has spoken and written on numerous other occasions on trademark and copyright issues. She serves on the ABA Commission for Women in the Profession; she is Founding Editor-in-Chief of the ABA IPL’s flagship magazine, “Landslide;,” and Lisa is founder and Chair of the ABA Women in IP Action Group. Prior to practicing law, Lisa was a touring professional tennis player and achieved world rankings in both singles and doubles.

Kim Boyle
Kim is Senior Counsel at Dunner Law, and she is a notable expert in licensing and brand protection strategies. Having served for years in-house as lead global program management counsel handling all aspects of IP licensing and brand extension management of a large brand portfolio, Kim also counsels clients in IP portfolio strategy and social media/influencer/creative licensing collaborations, as well as the optimization and monetization of IP portfolios through best practices for licensing and compliance protocols and the establishment of innovative deal structures that result in revenue growth tied to the IP assets.

Brian D. Brown
Brian is a Senior Associate at Dunner Law, and his practice focus is on trademarks, unfair competition and false advertising. Brian’s unique background as a Senior Trademark Attorney for the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and an Interlocutory Attorney at the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (“TTAB”) gives him strong insight and expertise in the trademark registration process as well as contested matters before the TTAB. Brian also has spent many years in private practice counseling clients on the selection, clearance, prosecution, registrability and enforcement of trademarks and copyrights throughout the world.

Cassidy J. Grunninger
Cassidy is an Associate at Dunner Law and her practice focuses on protection and enforcement of matters related to trademarks, false advertising, unfair competition, and copyright. She regularly conducts domestic and international trademark clearance searches, renders use and registrability opinions, and she prosecutes trademark and copyright applications throughout the world. Cassidy also handles trademark and copyright audits and she drafts licensing and assignment agreements. Prior to joining Dunner Law, worked at RIAA, the U.S. Copyright Office, the Office of U.S. Congressman Doug Collins and the House Committee on the Judiciary, assisting the Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property and the Internet on various IP issues.

Adam W. Sikich
Adam is Senior Counsel at Dunner Law. Adam regularly counsels on the selection, clearance, protection, and enforcement of trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets throughout the world. He has extensive experience in prosecuting and managing clients’ portfolios, and he regularly represents clients in opposition and cancellation proceedings before the U.S. Trademark Trial and Appeal Board and acts as local counsel in federal district court litigation. Adam also has significant experience in drafting and negotiating IP agreements, conducting intellectual property audits, preparing intellectual property protection protocols, and counseling on open access and other IP licensing issues.

Address: DUNNER LAW PLLC 3243 P STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20007
Email: LDUNNER@DUNNERLAW.COM
Website: DUNNERLAW.COM
Phone Number: 202.298.6002
About the Firm

Founded in May 2019 by Will Delgado, Mark Tarango, and Megan O’Neill, DTO is one of NAMWOLF’s newest California firms. By combining our decades of experience in both transactional and litigation matters, we offer our clients a full suite of services. Our approach is simple: commit to learning the client’s business; immediately determine what matters to them and what doesn’t; relentlessly pursue a business-driven objective.

Practice Areas

- Appellate Practice
- Class Action Defense
- Commercial Real Estate Transactions
- Commercial Technology and Outsourcing Transactions
- Complex Commercial Litigation and Arbitration
- Corporate Law and Finance
- Intellectual Property Litigation

Attorney Recognition

- “California Star” (*Benchmark Litigation*)
- “Top Latino Lawyer” (*Latino Leaders Magazine*)
- “Local Litigation Star” (*Benchmark Litigation*)
- “Labor & Employment Star - West” (*Benchmark Litigation*)
- “Super Lawyer” (*Super Lawyers Magazine - Southern California*)
- “Top 20 Lawyer Under 40" (*The Daily Journal*)
- “Lawyers on the Fast Track” (*The Recorder*)

Representative Clients

3D Systems
Live Nation
McDonald’s
Media Alpha
Microsoft
Morgan Stanley
The Nature’s Bounty Co.
PayPal
Penske Media Corp.
PhD Fitness
Quantum Spatial
Ticketmaster
Turvo
Target
Toyota Financial
Westlake Financial

http://www.dtolaw.com
As a growing minority-owned firm, we are sensitive to bringing together a diverse and rich range of experience to better serve our clients. We want to serve as a trusted business advisor to clients who grow with us. Our goal is to address our clients’ needs either through our own resources or through our network of highly qualified domestic and foreign professionals.

Espinosa Martinez PL does not want to be everything to everyone. Our firm is dedicated to doing one thing well – providing first class intellectual property services. We maintain our focus in order to provide our clients with the depth of knowledge and experience that they need in a complex and fast-changing field.

Our attorneys have extensive experience in complex trademark litigation. We manage trademark cases in the U.S. and abroad involving the needs and demands of start-up businesses and large multinational corporations. In protecting our clients’ rights, we are sensitive to the subtle interplay necessary with local and national governmental authorities.

We balance aggressive litigation and cordial negotiation in order to achieve a fast and effective result.

In copyright matters we have briefed landmark cases to the U.S. Supreme Court and drafted complex international agreements. Our extensive background in software and Internet matters allows our practitioners to understand how best to register the related copyrights in order to obtain the necessary protection. Our copyright cases have included such diverse topics as royalty violations, database infringement and breach of software licenses.

We have represented clients in patent litigation matters in many jurisdictions across the U.S. Our prosecution experience deepens and enriches our insight into litigation.

Because of our location in South Florida, our practice is well-versed in international issues. We consider border issues, multinational litigation, off-shore corporate structures, overseas registration and enforcement in devising strategies for our clients.
We help
INHOUSE COUNSEL
win disputes, achieve their company’s goals, and spend time on what’s worth it.

Locations in Nebraska, South Dakota, and Iowa.
Also licensed in North Dakota, Minnesota, Missouri, and Kansas.

(855) 843-4531 | www.GoosmannLaw.com
410 5th Street, Sioux City, Iowa, 51101
Omaha, NE | Sioux Falls, SD | Sioux City, IA

Copyright
Patent Infringement
Trademark

Intellectual Property Litigation
Jordan Intellectual Property Law, LLC ("JIPL"), one of the leading intellectual property law boutique firms in metropolitan Washington, D.C., provides strategic guidance, counseling and portfolio management in areas relating to patent and trademark law. With an office located in close proximity to the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO), JIPL has invaluable insight on USPTO practices and procedures.

Firm Overview

At Jordan IP Law, we help to extend the growth of your business by providing large firm patent experience with unprecedented personal attention at a value that meets your bottom line. In particular, we provide the full spectrum of IP-related legal services with a particular emphasis on high quality, low overhead patent counseling and prosecution in the electrical, computer, software, chemical, pharmaceutical and mechanical arts.

**Patents**
- Prosecution (foreign and domestic)
- Portfolio management and strategic business planning
- Inter partes review (IPR) and ex parte reexamination
- Interference proceedings
- Patentability, clearance, and invalidity studies (including searches and opinions)
- Licensing
- Due diligence studies (pre-litigation, patent purchases, and M&A)
- Litigation (district court and ITC)
- Post-grant review (PGR)
- Covered business method (CBM) reviews
- Supplemental examination

**Trademarks**
- Filing and prosecution (foreign and domestic)
- Brand management and counseling
- Licensing
- Litigation
- Opposition and cancellation proceedings
- Maintenance

We also provide copyright registration, assignment and litigation services.

AT JORDAN IP LAW,
WE ARE TRULY COMMITTED TO PROVIDE EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST.
Kim Intellectual Property Law Group PLLC (Kim IP) is an intellectual property boutique law firm providing legal services in all areas of intellectual property (IP) procurement and litigation.

As an intellectual property law firm, we provide services primarily in the areas of patents, trademarks, and copyrights, including related litigation, licensing and strategic counseling. Our size, structure, and focus allow us to react quickly to client demands and craft creative solutions to address the individual needs of our clients. Whether representing clients based in the U.S. or abroad, large or small, we are committed to providing our clients with an unparalleled level of service; understanding our clients’ businesses at the most fundamental of levels and advising on how best to procure, protect and enforce their intellectual property, as well as defend against intellectual property challenges by others.

**CAPABILITIES**

- Patents
- Trade Secrets
- Due Diligence
- Trademarks
- IP Litigation
- Licensing
- Copyrights
- Opinion Work
- Counseling

**WHY KIM IP**

Our team of experienced and dedicated intellectual property professionals provide a high caliber of expertise at least on par with what you would expect from top tier law firms, but with the client service and responsiveness a boutique law firm can provide. Based on the collective experience of our attorneys and staff, technical expertise, and subject matter knowledge, we believe our team at Kim IP can provide the best possible intellectual property legal services and counsel to you.

**CONTACT US**

Y. Jae Kim, Partner
Direct Line: (856) 520-8991
Mobile: (908) 300-4316
Fax: (914) 297-6660
Email: yjaekim@kimiplawgroup.com

*Kim IP is a certified minority business enterprise by Eastern Minority Supplier Development Council. Certificate Number PT03434.*
Representative Clients

- LG Electronics
- NBC Universal
- SM Entertainment
- Hyundai Merchant Marine
- Asiana Airlines
- Hyundai Capital
- Hyundai Merchant Marine
- The Salvation Army
- Porsche Cars North America
- Kia Motors
- Nexen Tire
- FNS, Inc.
- HJC America
- Hite Jinro
- Fit Body Bootcamp
- Realty One Group
- Korea Development Bank
- Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation
- Shinhan Bank
- Hana Financial
- Hanni Bank
- B. Riley & Co.
- K-SURE (formerly Korean Export Insurance Corporation)

Areas of Practice

- Intellectual Property
- International Arbitration & Dispute Resolution
- Products Liability
- Banking & Financial Services
- Complex & Class Action Litigation
- Business & Corporate Transactions
- Labor & Employment
- Real Estate Transactions & Litigation

Practice Highlights

**Intellectual Property:** While LHDK&W’s nationally ranked patent prosecution practice anchors its intellectual property practice and prosecutes hundreds of patents every year, LHDK&W attorneys also are experienced in trademark registration, patent and trademark litigation (including IPR and adversary proceedings before the TTAB), technology licensing, product clearance and due diligence review.

**Automotive Regulatory and Litigation:** LHDK&W attorneys represent OEM manufacturers in regulatory matters before the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, as well as serving as lead and national counsel for OEM manufacturers, suppliers and equipment manufacturers in catastrophic and wrongful death product liability, and warranty/defect related class action litigations. LHDK&W serves as an OEM manufacturer's product liability national discovery coordination counsel, including coordination of domestic and international aspects of discovery and preparation of corporate witnesses for depositions.

**International Arbitration and Litigation:** LHDK&W attorneys in its Seoul, California and London offices represent clients before international arbitration tribunals, such as LMAA, ICC, SIAC and tribunals constituted under UNCITRAL rules, in claims often involving tens or hundreds of millions of dollars. LHDK&W also represents or coordinates client efforts in domestic and foreign litigation, including cross-border insolvency litigation and enforcement of arbitral awards.

**Banking and Financial Services:** Since its founding, LHDK&W has provided sophisticated litigation and transaction services to banks, financial services companies, and government agencies. We regularly advise financial institutions regarding real estate and lending transactions, creditor-side bankruptcy matters, loan workouts, and foreclosure-related litigation. LHDK&W also represents financial institutions and other businesses in complex commercial litigations, including shareholder disputes, commercial fraud, fraudulent transfers and enforcement of foreign judgments.

**Corporate/Transactions/Business:** Prior to joining the firm, many of LHDK&W’s business attorneys were general counsel or senior in-house attorneys. With that real world experience, LHDK&W provides regular counsel to innovators, technology companies, investors and corporate business units in joint ventures, acquisitions, business operations (e.g., vendor, supply, service, advertising, and sponsorship agreements). Through a California certified specialist in franchise and distribution law, LHDK&W provides expert counsel to franchisors, including registration in all franchise registration jurisdictions.

Contact

Larry R. Schmadeka
(213) 623-2221
LSCHMADEKA@LHLAW.COM
LOS ANGELES / ORANGE COUNTY

For 27 years, Lee, Hong, Degeman, Kang & Waimey (LHDK&W), one of the largest Asian-American owned law firms in the United States, has been providing quality and efficient legal counsel to its international clientele, including some of the world's largest conglomerates and most recognizable brands. LHDK&W has approximately 40 lawyers and offices in Los Angeles, Orange County (Newport Beach, CA), Virginia (Metropolitan Washington, DC), Seoul, and London.
Parks IP Law is a boutique law firm with an exclusive focus on strategic intellectual property counseling and advice. We are skilled and experienced in securing patent, copyright and trademark rights, and we deploy those skills in a client-centric and strategic approach to achieving results that align with clients’ priorities, market realities, risk tolerance, and competitive pressures.

We are trusted Intellectual Property advisors to several of the world’s most valuable brands and premier Fortune 500 companies. Since 2004, multinationals and emerging technology companies have leveraged our IP-sector insights and expertise to protect and monetize their world-class innovations.

**Analysis and Opinions**

The experienced attorneys of Parks IP Law specialize in the strategic management of IP assets. Our attorneys act as key advisors for corporate clients. We provide insightful, studied, focused opinions and analyses that arm our clients with the information needed to take informed, decisive action. As strategic IP advisors, we provide a broad scope of asset analysis, from patent enforcement and defense to complex commercial transactions involving strategic IP assets. We advise clients in all aspects of IP and commercial law, from product clearances to product launch. And we deliver our work product in a way that allows our clients to understand the essentials of the matter while providing detailed analysis that is easy to access and manage.

**Portfolio Management**

We serve our clients with all aspects of trademark law, including mark selection, domestic and international trademark registration, opposition and cancellation proceedings, as well as in domain name registration and conflicts, brand strategy, licensing, and litigation before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) and in federal and state court actions. We collaborate with an international network of firms to develop comprehensive brand protection and expansion strategies, search and clear marks worldwide, and to negotiate resolution of disputes. We regularly manage global (typically, 30 to 100 jurisdictions) clearance and registration projects, defining search parameters and distilling the opinions of counsel into actionable plans for securing or acquiring rights.

**Licensing, Technology Transactions, Due Diligence, Litigation Support**

We negotiate and prepare licensing and asset transfer agreements, and perform due diligence to support client acquisitions, divestitures, IPOs, and other transactions. Services include verifying title, validity, confirming continuous use of trademarks, auditing internal practices, reviewing license agreements, and assessing the security of trade secrets.
Parrish Law Offices is a small woman-owned law firm representing clients throughout the country in the areas of intellectual property litigation, health care, and research integrity and regulation. In each of these areas, we have experience appearing before federal and state agencies, trial courts, and appellate courts. Our client list ranges from Fortune 500 companies and major U.S. research universities and enterprises, to life science companies and technology startups. The firm was established in 2000 and our attorneys have deep subject matter expertise and experience working in government and major law firms.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LITIGATION

Broad technology experience – wireless, cloud computing, cell phones, medical devices, assays and mechanical devices

Experience in the major patent litigation venues

Extensive discovery experience, including Patent Local Rules practice, depositions (both domestic and foreign), eDiscovery, and written discovery

IPR practice, including interplay between IPR and pending litigations

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LICENSING & SPONSORSHIP

HEALTH CARE LAW

Coding, coverage, and reimbursement issues

Regulatory and compliance matters including Anti-Kickback and False Claims

Third party payer appeals, including Medicare

Research integrity
Peacock Law P.C.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW SERVICES
TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION
(505) 998-1500
www.peacocklaw.com

U.S. & FOREIGN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Patents, Trademarks & Copyrights • Licensing & Technology Commercialization • Trade Secrets & Policies
Intellectual Property Litigation • Corporate & Commercial Transactions • Freedom-to-Operate Opinions

Industry Focus Areas: Aerospace; Agriculture; Biotechnology; Life Sciences & Chemical; Computer, Internet & Software;
Cybersecurity; Blockchain; Consumer Products; Dental & Dentistry; Medical, Pharmaceutical, Regulatory & FDA;
Materials Science & Metallurgy; Mining & Minerals Processing; Oil & Gas; Environmental; Energy; Regulatory;
Water; Optics; Communications; Public Safety, Security & Defense; Entertainment Law; the Arts & Jewelry

• 100% woman-owned business
• 23 years in business
• Clients throughout the U.S. and Worldwide
• Senior attorneys with world-class expertise at Albuquerque rates
• Global docketing software – Web access available to all clients
• Flat rates and volume pricing available
• 10 Attorneys/Patent Agent – All technology areas

AWARDS & CERTIFICATIONS

Martindale-Hubbell AV® Rating
Best Lawyers in America
Top Patent Firm, Intellectual Property Today
Super Lawyers Listing

Certified by the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council and Woman Owned Small Business
Law Firm Member of The National Association of Minority and Women Owned Law Firms (NAMWOLF)
New Mexico Ethics in Business Award Recipient

201 Third Street NW, Suite 1340 • Albuquerque, NM 87102 • Offices also in New York and Oklahoma
SUMMARY
Rahman LLC is an intellectual property (IP) centric law firm focusing on patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, and other IP-related matters. With a broad range of experience, the firm successfully partners with clients to offer a strategic and cost-effective attorney-client relationship. Rahman LLC represents Fortune 100 companies, small-to-mid size enterprises, individuals, government contractors, the military, and other government entities. The firm advises clients on both domestic and international IP matters.

FOCUSED CAPABILITIES
Rahman LLC focuses on the following areas:
- Patent & Trademark Preparation & Prosecution
- Patent Opinions: search, validity, infringement
- Trademark Opinions: search, availability, dilution
- In-person USPTO Examiner interviews
- Patent claim charting: infringement, invalidity
- Patent Drafting/Analysis for Technology Standards

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS
Rahman LLC represents various types and sizes of clients on IP matters. A small sample of the firm’s clients includes:
- Hewlett Packard
- NASA
- U.S. Government (Army, Navy, Air Force, FHFA, Forest Service)
- Bosch
- Phreesia

TECHNICAL PROFICIENCIES
Rahman LLC’s registered patent attorneys and professionals possess diverse backgrounds, degrees, experience, and training in multiple disciplines allowing for broad-based technical proficiency. Some of the categories of technical focus include:
- Aerospace • Biotechnology • Business Methods • Chemistry
- Computer Hardware • Consumer Goods & Products • Data Encryption
- Design Patents • Digital Television • Electronics, Processing & Circuitry
- Fashion & Apparel • IT • Material Science • Mechanical Systems & Devices • Medical Devices
- Military Technologies • Semiconductors & Manufacturing • Sensors • Software • Sporting Goods • Telecommunications & Wireless • Video Decoding & Transmission • Vitamins/Supplements

Contact:
Mohammad S. Rahman
E-Mail: rahman@rahmanllc.com
Twitter: @RahmanLLC

Dun & Bradstreet:
828610829
RL&L provides top-tier representation in a broad spectrum of Intellectual Property matters. We serve elite clients in industries that include pharmaceuticals, diagnostics, medical devices, materials, manufacturing, software, and data management and analytics. Our sophisticated IP attorneys regularly face and compete against counsel from national firms located in large metropolitan areas. Our attorneys have negotiated licenses for a host of pharmaceutical products, from the 51B drugs (Vimpat®) and (Shingrix®) to drugs under development, and assisted clients with clinical trial agreements, pharmaceutical supply and agreements, and joint development agreements. We represent one of the largest automotive data management and analytics companies in the United States. RL&L’s IP litigation practice has successfully represented clients in patent, trade secret, and trademark litigation against some of the world’s largest corporations in technology disciplines ranging from biotechnology to data imaging. RL&L’s IP practice also includes trademark and copyright registration.

Rusing Lopez & Lizardi is a certified Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) and has been a proud member of the National Association of Minority and Women Owned Law Firms (NAMWOLF) since 2013. RL&L has become home to some of the Southwest’s most accomplished attorneys. RL&L is listed as a Tier I Tucson, Arizona law firm in U.S. News and World Report’s Best Law Firms. Our lawyers are featured in the Best lawyers in America in fifteen separate practice areas, and for the thirteenth consecutive year, RL&L attorneys have been recognized by the national rating organization, Super Lawyers. Our firm also holds an A-V rating from Martindale-Hubbell.

Rusing Lopez & Lizard, PLLC has a confident team with experience and the resources to provide your company with the best possible counsel. Attorneys in our firm are licensed to practice in Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, Texas, Nebraska, Washington D.C., New Hampshire, and New York.

www.rlaz.com
6363 N. Swan Rd., Ste. 151 Tucson, AZ 85718 520.792.4800
16427 N Scottsdale Rd., Ste. 200 Scottsdale, AZ 85254 480.663.9800
THE FIRM

Scharf Banks Marmor LLC represents large global enterprises, public and private businesses, and government agencies in complex litigation, compliance and corporate governance, employment, intellectual property and technology, life sciences and food.

Clients that have retained Scharf Banks Marmor to handle sophisticated legal matters include Accenture LLP, City of Chicago, DuPont, Fig Food Company, Hyatt Corporation, GlaxoSmithKline, Georgia-Pacific, Merck, OSI Group, Stratford Career Institute, Thoma Bravo, Walgreens Co., and others.

Our lawyers bring a uniformly high level of education, training and experience. All of us joined the firm with many years’ experience, usually as partners, either in leading AmLaw 100 firms or as senior leaders in Fortune 100 corporate law departments. All of us have represented companies in substantial litigations or transactions. We have an unusual affinity for engagements involving science or technology. Some of us have advanced doctoral degrees with scientific and technical backgrounds.

Recognized by our clients and the profession for the quality of our legal services as well as our commitment to diversity, Scharf Banks Marmor is the largest certified women-owned law firm in Chicago, as well as Illinois and surrounding states.
Committed to our clients.
Founded in 1969, Schoeman Updike Kaufman & Gerber LLP represents clients ranging in size and scope, including Fortune 50 public corporations, privately held companies and partnerships, individuals, state agencies, and public benefit corporations. We have developed long-lasting relationships with our clients based on trust, creativity, innovation, and the commitment from our lawyers and staff to work as a team toward achieving success.

Committed to our practice.
We concentrate complex commercial, business and financial services litigation; product liability and tort defense; employment litigation and counseling; real estate transactions and litigation; intellectual property; professional ethics; regulatory, governmental, compliance and internal investigations; and private client services. Since our founding, it has been our mission to provide exceptional representation at reasonable rates.

Committed to diversity.
We are a Women-owned Business Enterprise certified by the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council, the New York State Department of Economic Development-Division of Minority and Women’s Business Development, the New York City Department of Small Business Services, and the State of New Jersey.

Intellectual Property and Technology Practice
Our practice focuses on trademark, copyright, unfair competition, patent, internet issues, technology, and related areas. We have served clients in numerous industries, including consumer products, pharmaceuticals, financial services, media and entertainment, payment solutions, retail, entertainment, publishing, fashion and apparel, food and beverage, communications, technology and software, automotive, and schools and universities.

We combine the legal experience, expertise and business savvy needed to help build, protect, and enhance our client’s intellectual property and the value of their brands, content and innovations, and to construct practical, cost effective solutions to complex intellectual property issues.

Representative Experience
• Perform and analyze clearance searches
• Provide opinions regarding the availability of trademarks
• Counsel on copyright, advertising and social media clearance issues
• Engage in patent opinion work, conduct clearance investigations and patentability studies
• Advise clients on IP acquisition, maintenance and management
• Assist with trademark and copyright registration process and maintain client portfolios
• Monitor, protest, prosecute, and defend trademark and copyright infringement, unfair competition and related rights infringements
• Attend to Trademark Trial and Appeal Board proceedings
• Evaluate and litigate disputes, including through mediation and arbitration
• Manage cybersquatting matters and recover domain names
• Review, negotiate and draft a vast range of IP related licenses and agreements
• Conduct IP due diligence and attend to related IP transactional matters
• Negotiate and draft technology and consulting services agreements
• Counsel clients regarding trade secrets and the protection and enforcement thereof

Heather L. Heft, Partner
Heather Heft has over twenty years of experience maintaining, protecting and enforcing brands and content. Ms. Heft received her J.D. from Columbia Law School, and her B.A., cum laude, with honors and distinction in American History, from the University of Pennsylvania. Ms. Heft is active in several bar and legal associations, including NAMWOLF. She speaks on intellectual property issues, as well as issues facing women in the legal profession.
Schröder, Joseph & Associates, LLP ("SJA") is a woman-owned law firm that primarily handles management-side labor and employment litigation, intellectual property and complex business litigation and advice in these areas of the law. SJA is AV-rated and has been AV-rated since its inception in 2001. Four of the five partners are SuperLawyers and co-founder Ginger Schröder is listed in the Top Ten SuperLawyers list. It is federally qualified as a Women’s Business Enterprise and also is a Women-Owned Business Enterprise certified by the Department of Economic Development, Division of Minority and Women Business Development (“DMWBD”) of the State of New York. The firm prides itself on delivering superior client service in a cost effective manner. The attorneys at SJA have extensive trial, mediation, and arbitration experience, and are experienced in all phases of litigation.

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENT/INDUSTRIES

Representative Clients: SJA is the only Western New York-based law firm to be counsel to four of the top ten Fortune 500 companies. Among its clients, SJA represents:

- Dresser-Rand Company
- Ford Motor Company
- Honda
- Computer Task Group (CTG)
- Rich Products Corp.
- McDonald’s Corporation
- Hunt Real Estate
- Citigroup Global Markets, Inc.
- The Hartford
- General Motors
- Macy’s
- Specified Air Solutions
- KeyBank
- Linde AG
- Ingram Micro, Inc.
- COPS Monitoring
- GEICO

PRACTICE AREAS

- LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT LITIGATION
- LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW ADVICE
- COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
- CONSTRUCTION LITIGATION
- PRODUCTS LIABILITY
- NON-COMPETE/NON-SOLICIT LITIGATION
- PATENT, TRADEMARK, COPYRIGHT
- AND FRANCHISE LITIGATION AND ADVICE
- NON-COMPETE/NON SOLICIT ADVICE
- COMPLEX BUSINESS LITIGATION
- INSURANCE COVERAGE LITIGATION
- CORPORATE COUNSELING

ATTORNEYS

Sideman & Bancroft LLP represents clients in matters nationally and internationally from its office in San Francisco, California. The firm serves clients that include Fortune 500 companies, mid-size and start-up companies, public entities and individuals. Founded 40 years ago, the firm is now more than 60% owned by women.

**INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE AREAS**

- U.S. and international brand strategy and trademark registration
- Copyright advising and registration
- Technology licensing and transfers
- Patent prosecution
- Online transactions and cloud services agreements
- Litigation and alternative dispute resolution involving patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, and rights of privacy and publicity
- Domain name strategy and dispute resolution
- Counseling on protection and exploitation of intellectual property
- Monitoring and enforcement programs to combat online counterfeiting and piracy
- Social media strategies
- Privacy
- Intellectual property audits
- Investigations of criminal and civil counterfeiting and piracy

**REPRESENTATIVE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CLIENTS**

- Accenture plc
- Cisco Systems Inc.
- f’Real Foods, LLC
- FitBit, Inc.
- General Mills Inc.
- Glassdoor, Inc.
- Google Inc.
- Jelly Belly Candy Company
- Intel Corporation
- Kat Von D Beauty
- Kendo Holdings, Inc.
- Lifefactory, Inc.
- lululemon athletica
- McDonald’s Corporation
- Method Products PBC
- NutriBiotic, Inc.
- Ole Henriksen LLC
- OLLY PBC
- Passport Resorts
- Rockstar, Inc.
- RockYou, Inc.
- Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.
- Sempra Energy
- Shopify, Inc.
- Stemple Creek Ranch
- TOMS Shoes, LLC
- Twitter, Inc.
- Varian Medical Systems, Inc.
- Yelp, Inc.

**ATTORNEY RECOGNITION**

- Martindale-Hubbell AV® Preeminent™ Rated
- *Best Lawyers in America®*
- *Best Lawyers in the Bay Area®*
- *Northern California Super Lawyers®* and *Rising Stars®*
- International Trademark Association Award Recipient
- *San Francisco Business Times* “Most Influential Women In Bay Area Business” Award Recipient
- American Bar Association Law Practice Management Section Golden Hammer Award Recipient

**FIRM RECOGNITION**


One Embarcadero Center, Twenty-Second Floor, San Francisco, CA 94111  |  T: 415.392.1960  |  F: 415.392.0827

**WWW.SIDEMAN.COM**
Talem IP is a 100% women owned and women run law firm that provides clients with comprehensive intellectual property solutions in the fields of semiconductors, engineering, software, and medical devices. Our firm includes attorneys and patent agents with backgrounds in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, Biomedical Engineering, and Chemistry. **We offer services in the following practice areas:**

### Patents and Trademarks
- Patent drafting and prosecution
- Trademark filing and prosecution
- Coordinating world-wide patent and trademark filings and prosecution
- Patent opinions (patentability, freedom-to-operate, validity, and inventorship)

### Licensing
- License Agreements and Option Agreements: patent, copyright, trademark, and trade secret
- Technology Development Agreements
- Data Use and License Agreements
- Software License Agreements
- End User License Agreements
- Mobile App Agreements and Terms of Service

### Technology Transfer Services
- License Agreements and Option Agreements: patent, copyright, trademark, and trade secret
- Technology Development Agreements
- Software License Agreements
- End User License Agreements
- Mobile App Agreements and Terms of Service

### IP Portfolio Development and Management
- Invention Disclosure protocols
- Portfolio review and evaluation
- IP Due diligence

---

**Sarah Knight**  
Partner  
B.S. Electrical Engineering  
M.S. Electrical Engineering  
J.D. University of Florida

---

**Wendy Zimbone**  
Managing Partner  
B.S. Computer Science  
J.D. University of New Hampshire

---

**Nicole Wanty**  
Associate Patent Attorney  
B.S. Chemistry  
B.S. Computer Science  
J.D. University of New Hampshire

---

**Langley Clark**  
Patent Attorney  
B.S. Biomedical Engineering  
J.D. University of Florida

---

**Jennifer Arnold**  
Patent Agent  
B.S. Electrical Engineering  
M.S. Electrical Engineering

---

**Sean Combs**  
Associate Patent Attorney  
B.S. Civil Engineering  
B.S. Mining Engineering  
J.D. University of Florida
“TOWNSEND & LOCKETT is a multi-service law firm, with service offerings in every major area of business law. We are thoughtfully positioned to offer services in areas traditionally reserved for large law firms, including mergers and acquisitions, bond work, securities transactions, all facets of intellectual property, complex real estate transactions and litigation, and complex business transactions and litigation. Forward-thinking institutions — such as The Coca-Cola Company, CIBA Vision Corporation, Nokia Corp. and others — have provided us an opportunity to develop a distinguished reputation for the quality of care, attention to detail, responsiveness and depth of expertise that are the hallmark of our practice. We are honored to be able to extend such services to our existing corporate clients, and to you.”

- Tennell Lockett, Managing Partner
(404) 870-8506 | tennell.lockett@townsendlockett.com
Walsh's Intellectual Property (IP) practice delivers innovative and economical strategies for protecting, exploiting, and enforcing intellectual property rights. Our IP attorneys have a stellar reputation representing major corporations and individuals alike, and have litigated significant patent cases involving a range of technologies in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, software, electronics, and chemical industries. We have achieved multi-billion dollar settlements for pharmaceutical companies, obtained multi-million dollar jury verdicts in copyright and trade secret cases, achieved landmark decisions on e-discovery, and won vital temporary and preliminary injunctions.

**What we do for our Intellectual Property clients:**

Our full-service IP practice includes counseling clients on best practices and responsive strategies in connection with the acquisition and use of intellectual property. Over the years we have successfully assisted some of the country's largest and most respected companies in all stages of litigation— in both federal and state courts — involving:

- Patent Infringement
- Theft of Trade Secrets
- Trademark, Copyright and Trade Dress Infringement
- False Advertising
- Trademark Prosecution

Our Trademark Team clears trademarks, registers those marks, maintains them, and advises clients on their continued protection. The firm's trademark litigators have prosecuted and defended cases involving brands and have successfully resolved disputes through alternative dispute resolution techniques that reduce costs while achieving significant business goals.

**Who we work with:**

Walsh works with international, national and regional corporations of all sizes from Fortune 100 companies to sole proprietorships. Represented industries include insurance, software, mechanical equipment, fashion, hospitality, and pharmaceutical. Our team also works with individuals who are seeking advice on intellectual property protection.
Intellectual Property Litigation

Handled improperly, intellectual property litigation can be time consuming and expensive. More importantly, if your core technology is at issue, an adverse result could be catastrophic for your company. For that reason, Willenken lawyers are trained to develop and execute a strategy that will lead to an efficient and successful resolution as soon as possible in the life of the case.

Our IP litigation practice covers the entire panoply of the IP world including patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, and unfair competition. In addition, we also address legal issues related to Internet commerce.

Notably, the diversity of our clientele is as significant as the breadth of our experience. As a few examples, over the years we have:

- Litigated trademark matters throughout the country including in California, Florida, Michigan, Nebraska, and Nevada.
- Litigated patent cases in California, Delaware, Iowa, Ohio, Texas, and Washington.
- Litigated trade secrets cases in both state and federal court.

Los Angeles
707 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 3850 • Los Angeles, CA 90017 • 213.955.9240

San Francisco
2 Embarcadero Center, 8th Floor • San Francisco, CA 94111 • 418.830.5740
Global Legal Solutions for Visionary Clients

PRACTICE AREAS
Copyright
Patents
Trademark
Trade Secrets

GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS OF PRACTICE
Chicago
Los Angeles
Silicon Valley
New York

FIRM PHILOSOPHY
Zuber Lawler & Del Duca LLP is a 40-plus attorney law firm with attorney selectivity standards that exceed those of most law firms. Zuber Lawler is a superior solution for high-stakes matters that require extreme attorney quality but not dozens of attorneys. As one of the largest minority-owned law firms in the United States, Zuber Lawler provides legal services to Fortune corporations, financial institutions and government entities. In addition to our U.S. domestic capabilities, we have a deep bench in matters involving various parts of the world, including Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin America.

Zuber Lawler’s IP team works internationally across a broad range of IP litigation and deal matters involving a variety of technologies, creative works, and distinguishing marks, slogans, and designs. We consistently achieve outstanding results for our clients in complex, precedent-setting IP disputes and cutting-edge transactions. We work with iconic global companies in building and enforcing their IP portfolios around the world.

www.zuberlaw.com | Firm Contact & Managing Partner: Tom Zuber | tzuber@zuberlaw.com

Chicago | Los Angeles | Silicon Valley | New York